Introduction
Wireless and mobile communication systems are rapidly expanding worldwide and becoming an essential technology with crucial impact on modern life. Therefore, efficient spectrum utilization is required to meet the increasing number of clients and their demands for wireless services [1, 2] . Furthermore, power and complexity constraints have added more challenges on the development of future systems. However, it is widely acknowledged that spatial multiplexing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) represents a key technology for higher data rate without consuming extra bandwidth and transmit power. Therefore, it is considered as a fundamental enabling technology to fulfil the high spectral efficiency demand of next fifth generation (5G) systems towards Gigabits communications [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Background
In cellular systems, multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) enable multiple users equipped with one antenna or more to access the base-station (BS) simultaneously without subdivision in the scarce resources of time, frequency, or codes [4] [5] [6] [7] . The IEEE Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards of forth generation (4G) systems represented by IEEE 802.16m and Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A),
respectively are examples of such schemes [1, 8] . However, the maximum number of allowed users ( ) is limited by the total degree of freedom (DoF) represented by the number of BS antennas ( ) associated with radio frequency (RF) chains [9] [10] [11] . Also, the multiuser detection (MUD) method employed at BS receiver has direct impact on the maximum number of supported users. Therefore, different scheduling methods are utilized to exploit the inherent multiuser diversity when the sum of users' antennas is larger than [12] .
For linear MUD at BS, the number of single antenna users that can be served reliably is ≤ [9] . However, it cannot be used in overloading or rank-deficient scenarios (in which > ) as the overall MU-MIMO channel becomes noninvertible, and hence reducing the required DoF for signal detection. Linear MUD methods such as zero forcing (ZF), minimum mean squared error (MMSE), and minimum bit error rate (MBER) have low implementation complexity but only capable of providing limited performance [3, 13] . In contrast, nonlinear MUD such as maximum likelihood (ML) can increase the user capacity beyond the number of BS antennas, however at the cost of higher computational complexity which increases exponentially with [14] . Practical implementation of ML detector in overloaded systems is prohibitive, and therefore many suboptimal techniques have been developed such as successive interference cancellation (SIC) [15] , sphere decoding (SD) [16] , and iterative groupwise detection [17] . Although complexity of suboptimal methods is less than the optimal ML, they are still more complex than linear MUDs causing significant limitation on the essential DoF required for high capacity systems.
To increase the DoF represented by BS antennas, same number of costly RF chains is required for processing and down-conversion. However, implementing more RF chains to support the additional users is impractical in terms of hardware requirements, consumed power, and size [4] . In the last years, feasible antenna selection diversity techniques have been proposed to capture most of the gains promised by multi-antenna systems when the number of available RF chains is smaller than the number of antenna elements [2, [18] [19] [20] [21] . And therefore since extra antenna elements, RF switches, and digital signal processing circuitry are usually inexpensive, the gain of antenna selection can be achieved with only small additional cost [19] . This technology has been adopted in IEEE 802.16e/n/m WiMAX and 3GPP-LTE standards [21] and becomes an essential part of the promising massive MIMO systems [20] .
On different directions, user overloading based on users grouping to share the same DoF has been investigated in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] for different multiple-access schemes. In [22] , non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA) is proposed to allow simultaneous transmission of more than one user for each subcarrier in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system with efficient interference cancellation technique. In [23] , more users than the spreading factors of orthogonal code division multiple-access (OCDMA) are accommodated though at the cost of higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). User capacity of OCDMA has been improved also by using other approaches such as superposition coding [24] , multiple antennas with linear MUD [25] , and collaborative spreading [26] . In [27] , spectrum based orthogonal user partitioning is considered to reduce the overhead requirements in MIMO channels and increase the sum rate. User pairing based on the power domain is also applied in [11] to downlink MIMO channels with NOMA for improved sum-rate performance. However, full-rank channel matrices are assumed which represent a non-challenging scenario.
Main Objectives and Contributions
For more efficient spectrum utilization, new design approaches for MU-MIMO applications are of high interest. This work aims to improve the user capacity with affordable complexity and enhanced reliability.
In this paper, uplink group layer MU-MIMO (GL-MU-MIMO) scheme is proposed by exploiting the spatial difference among users and employing low complexity MUD with receive antenna selection (RAS) facility. By taking the advantage of power control at BS and the inherent path loss in cellular systems due to users' geographical locations, the active users are divided into two groups, namely high power group (HPG) and low power group (LPG). The assigned powers are efficiently controlled through group power allocation ratio ( ) to achieve extended user capacity and error performance. At the BS receiver, group layer MUD (GL-MUD) is utilized. For RAS diversity when more receive antennas than available RF chains are implemented, a generalized norm based selection (GNBS) algorithm is proposed to select the best subset of receive antennas in terms of their channel gains. The superiority of proposed scheme is validated through numerical simulations over Rayleigh fading channels and compared with the MU-MIMO employing linear MUDs and NOMA with ML receiver. The proposed system is motivated by 5G cellular mobile requirements of high spectral efficiency and future applications including the massive increase in connected devices. It enables efficient spectrum utilization and reliable communications for different multiantenna applications for 5G networks such as opportunistic communications, cognitive radio, cooperative transmission, and wireless power transfer.
The contributions of this paper are summarised as follows: 1) A novel GL-MU-MIMO scheme is proposed to extend the user capacity well beyond the limit of conventional MU-MIMO with linear MUDs. It is shown that up to two-fold increase in the number of allowed users is achievable for same number of essential RF chains at BS.
2) A low complexity GL-MUD using MMSE based group MUD and group SIC (GSIC) is employed rather than linear MMSE-SIC, MMSE, or ZF receivers which require more RF chains for same number of users . In addition, RAS is integrated to enhance the error performance considerably. To the best of our knowledge, combining different strategies as used in this work to address the highlighted challenges is the first of its kind and required critical system design and analysis.
3) Symbol error probability equations are derived to evaluate the system performance compared with the existing MU-MIMO and NOMA systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, system design of GL-MU-MIMO is described including the system model, GL-MUD, and RAS diversity. In Section 3, performance analysis of the proposed system is presented including the error probability, user capacity, and complexity analysis of GL-MUD. The conducted results are shown in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Notations: Bold-face uppercase and lowercase letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. 
System Design of GL-MU-MIMO

System Model
Consider an overloaded uplink MU-MIMO of active users communicating simultaneously over
Rayleigh fading channel with one common BS in one cell cellular system as depicted in Fig. 1 . The users' geographical locations are randomly distributed within the considered system cell where each mobile terminal has a single antenna while the BS is equipped with antennas (larger than RF chains) and employs RAS to select the best subset of antennas based on their channel conditions. On the other hand, a balance between spectral efficiency and fairness in distributing the system resources among active users should be maintained for future communications [11, 22] . Motivated by these facts, user partitioning is considered in this work by dividing the allowed users into two groups based on their relative proximity from BS represented by the path loss and channel gain conditions as:
HPG of strong channel users and LPG of weak channel users. Practically, user grouping can be achieved based on the average signal attenuation for each user ℒ ; = 1, … , which is inversely proportional to the received power. These attenuation factors are slowly varying and can be measured at the BS for example during the training phase [10] .
At the BS receiver, GL-MUD is proposed using two layers of MMSE based MUD and linked by GSIC technique. The first detection layer is referred to as HPG-MUD while the second is denoted as LPG-MUD. Since the total DoF of the linear MUD for each of the designed groups is limited by the available RF chains, the total allowed users (streams) is limited by ≤ 2 . Consequently, design criterion for group formation is performed by sorting the active users at first in ascending order according to ℒ . Then, to satisfy the channel rank condition, HPG is configured from the first = users of highest received powers (e.g. users near the BS). In practice, this group will have the impact to maintain the maximum user capacity and spectral efficiency as those achieved by the generic MU-MIMO with linear MUD. On the other hand, LPG is formed from the rest users = ( − ) ≤ of lowest powers (e.g. users near the cell edge) to satisfy the fairness among active users. Moreover, size of LPG is designed as 1 ≤ ≤ for the purpose of signal detection and interference management. Note that the additional users of weak channel conditions are commonly terminated (not scheduled) in the conventional system. For GL-MU-MIMO and based on the capacity of HPG and LPG, the range of supported users is given as
As in superposition coding [12, 28] , the received power difference between HPG and LPG is essential to simplify the decoder task and manage the interference level between designed groups.
Therefore, received powers at BS from HPG users and LPG users are given under total average power constraint of = + during every symbol period as
where ; 0 < < 0.5 is group power allocation ratio maintained by power control at the BS based on the acceptable interference level between designed groups and target error performance. It should be noted that the value of power constraint depends mainly on the maximum transmit power that the user terminals can handle according to the specifications of their power amplifiers and/or the spectrum regulations allow. Furthermore, statistics-aware transmit power allocation [7] is assumed for users within each group to compensate the path loss and satisfy the average received power conditions for HPG and LPG as
, respectively. This strategy has the advantage of allowing uniform user performance within each group due to equal average effective channel gain for all mobile terminals ( ℒ ). To be achieved, only small feedback overhead is required to provide the users with their transmit powers ; = 1, … , which is comparable to that of existing MU-MIMO approaches [5] .
The received signal vector from HPG and LPG users at receive antennas is represented as
is the channel vector of user whose entries ℎ are zero mean unit variance complex fading coefficient between user and ℎ receive antenna, is transmitted signal of user subject to power constraint and modulated from
complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with elements having zero mean and variance 2 , ∈ ×1 and ∈ ×1 are superimposed signal vectors of HPG users and LPG users over their entire channels, respectively.
The overall channel matrix ∈ × can be represented as
where ∈ 1× is the ℎ row of corresponding to ℎ receive antenna. Also, can be represented in terms of HPG channel ∈ × and LPG channel ∈ × as = [ ]. Therefore, (4) can be rewritten as
where the transmitted signal vectors
are belongs to HPG and LPG, respectively.
With RAS diversity, the received signal vector � associated with the selection of from receive antennas can be written as
where � ∈ ×1 , ̆∈ ×1 , and � ∈ ×1 denote received signal, ℎ user channel, and noise vectors after selection, respectively. � ∈ × and � ∈ × are HPG and LPG channels associated with RAS, respectively. � ∈ ×1 and � ∈ ×1 are the superimposed signal vectors of HPG and LPG over their entire channels and associated with RAS, respectively.
In this work, the following assumptions are considered:
1) Perfect estimation of channel state information (CSI) is assumed at the BS receiver for the purpose of RAS, calculation of the power allocation ratio ( ), HPG interference, and signal detection. Effect of imperfect CSI is beyond the scope of this paper.
2) Channel fading rate is assumed to be much less than the data rate, so it remains constant over a frame of hundreds of symbols and changes from one frame to the next independently [10, 19] .
3) Impact of user scheduling is not included by assuming system cell of ≤ 2 perfectly synchronized users.
GL-MUD
Taking the advantage of power disparity between HPG and LPG, GL-MUD is proposed using MMSE based group MUD with GSIC as shown in Fig. 1 . The MMSE detector has the functionality of maximizing the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between transmitted and estimated symbols [13] . For a given channel matrix ∈ × with = ≥ , the MMSE weight matrix ∈ × is given by � H + 2 � −1 H and can be used for signal detection within considered channel's coherence time. The diversity order of this receiver is reported as ( − + 1) [3] .
In the first detection layer of GL-MUD, selected received vector � is processed by HPG-MUD using MMSE technique to estimate the data of HPG users while treating LPG signals as a background noise. Using HPG weight matrix
vector is estimated with ( − + 1) diversity order as 
In the second detection layer, estimated signals of HPG will be multiplied by their channel estimates to calculate the group interference as � � = � � . After applying GSIC of � � from �, the input signal �� − � � � to LPG-MUD is processed for LPG data estimation using MMSE of weight
Transmitted LPG signal vector can be estimated with diversity order of ( − + 1) as 
RAS Diversity
To improve the bit-error-rate (BER) performance with affordable complexity, RAS diversity is utilized in the proposed system. With the availability of CSI at the receiver, a generalized norm based selection (GNBS) algorithm is designed to select the best subset of from receive antennas as ∈ , where = � 1 , … , , … , | | � represent all possible subsets with cardinality of | | = � �.
In this method, selection of antennas is based on the corresponding rows of with the largest Euclidean norm (power) to maximize the received SNR. The complexity of this algorithm is of ( ) due to the requirement of vector norm calculations of all rows. Thus, low selection complexity is achieved compared with the most popular methods in [18] [19] [20] .
GNBS Algorithm:
1) Define the set of receive antennas as, = [1, … , ] with ∈ representing the ℎ antenna.
2) Given = � 1 , … , , … , � T where is the ℎ row corresponding to ℎ antenna.
3) For all in , calculate the power of as � � 2 .
4) Sort elements according to the associated power of each channel vector in descending order. 5) To select the best subset of receive antennas; choose representing the channel vectors with maximum power from first elements in . 6) Construct channel matrix associated with the selected antennas as � = � � � �. 
Performance Analysis
Error Probability
and ( ) ; = 1, … , is given by
where ( ) denotes the ℎ row of matrix,
is the interference from other users in HPG, and
is LPG interference. In the right-hand of above equation, the numerator represents the signal power of ℎ user while the denominator include the noise and interference terms.
For ℎ user in LPG at second layer of GL-MUD, the symbol error probability conditioned on constant channel realization � can be written for average SINR ( ) as
and ( ) ; = + 1, … , is given by
where ( ) stand for ℎ row of matrix and = ∑ �( ) ̆� 2 = +1, ≠ is the interference from other LPG users. The numerator of the above equation represents the signal power of ℎ user while the denominator include the noise, interference of LPG users, and the interference cancellation error from HPG. Thus, the average symbol error probability ( ) conditioned on � can be found in terms of ( ) and ( ) as
On the other hand, average symbol error probability 
where is the ℎ row of = �� H � −1 H � or = �� H + 2 � −1 H � for ZF and MMSE, respectively, and is the ℎ column of .
Note that for realistic GL-MU-MIMO system of instantaneous channels � , the results of equations (11) , (13) , and (15) should be averaged over large number of channel realizations [19, 20] . Exact symbol (or bit) error probability can be calculated for coherent BPSK signals ( = 1 and = 2) and coherent Gray coded QPSK which is similar to that of BPSK [29, Eq. (5-2-5)]. For higher order modulation and due to approximate values of and , the aforementioned equations will provide approximate results. Similar considerations is applied for (16) to find the performance of conventional MU-MIMO system.
User Capacity
For fading multiple-access channel, user capacity can be defined as the maximum number of users ( ) that simultaneously and reliably communicate with a common BS in a cell using available resources of time, frequency, space, and codes [30 and references therein]. Note that the term "user capacity" is used also in the literature to describe capacity of the user in terms of the maximum achievable rate [26, 28] which is outside the scope of this paper.
In the proposed GL-MU-MIMO, one of the main objectives is to increase the user capacity beyond the spatial DoF limit represented by RF chains at BS. Since HPG is formed from = users and LPG includes the rest from as 1 ≤ ( = − ) ≤ , the user capacity can be maximized when the interference of LPG is minimal and perfect cancellation of HPG interference is achieved at the second layer of GL-MUD. Therefore, the upper bound user capacity can be written as
On the other hand, for imperfect HPG interference cancellation and to achieve target error performance, the lower bound user capacity is given as
In Fig. 2 , the capacity bounds (17) and (18) are shown compared with the maximum user capacity of conventional MU-MIMO with linear receiver denoted as − = [7, 9] . As can be seen, the capacity of the proposed scheme is increased by users of LPG. Therefore, up to double user capacity ( + 1 ≤ ≤ 2 ) could be achieved which is significant in terms of serving more users for the same accessible bandwidth and available RF chains at BS. 
Complexity Analysis
In this section, the complexity of GL-MUD is analysed and compared with ZF and MMSE receivers of conventional MU-MIMO and evaluated in terms of the required RF chains (hardware) and complex-valued multiplication efforts for signal estimation. Note that each inverse operation of a complex × matrix requires Cholesky or Eigenvalue decomposition with cost of 3 6 ⁄ multiplications [31] . For fair comparison, maximum user capacity of users is assumed for all schemes and = = 2 ⁄ for GL-MUD.
In terms of the required RF chains, at least = 2 ⁄ is needed for GL-MUD compared to = = for ZF and MMSE receivers. The proposed GL-MUD can therefore significantly achieve up to 50% reduction in the costly hardware circuits and thus, leading to substantial reduction on consumed power and size. Accordingly, the computational efforts are calculated for GL-MUD based on the requirements of estimating � and � signal vectors using (8) and (9), respectively. For ZF and MMSE, transmitted vector over the channel ∈ × can be estimated from received signal using and , respectively as Table 1 provides detailed comparison of hardware complexity and computational efforts. As can be seen, in addition to substantial low hardware complexity, the approximate essential calculations (multiplications, additions, and subtractions) of 1.04 3 + 1.5 2 − in GL-MUD receiver is still significantly less than those for ZF and MMSE though all of them experiencing same complexity order of ( 3 ). For example when = 16, GL-MUD requires about 4627 calculations compared to 17023 and 17535 for ZF and MMSE, respectively. This is due to size reduction of � ∈ × and � ∈ × utilized in proposed scheme compared with ∈ × for ZF and MMSE. Note that the combined linear ZF-SIC [13] and MMSE-SIC [15] receivers perform better than ZF and MMSE, respectively but involve higher complexity due to SIC algorithm. Hence, they are also very complex compared with proposed GL-MUD. 
Numerical Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed GL-MU [13] , and MMSE-SIC [15] receivers, respectively. In addition, NOMA (ML) represents the NOMA for OFDM system in [32] with the optimal ML receiver. For fair comparisons, total average power is assumed to be = for the considered schemes. To asses the error performance, we consider coherent reception of BPSK signals and results of derived BER expressions are averaged over Table 2 . Note that as → 0, LPG interference approaches zero and HPG performance will improved considerably.
On the other hand, BER of LPG in Fig. 4 depends on and error propagation from first layer of GL-MUD. The achieved error performance of LPG has direct influence on the system average BER as shown in Fig. 5 . For example, = 0.1 provides better BER than 4 × 4 (ZF) by 5 dB and close to 4 × 4 (MMSE) by 1 dB compared with = 0.15 and 0.05. Moreover, the controlled power difference between HPG and LPG using will result in fairness [32] and desired unequal error protection for modern communications to provide different quality of services [33] . Table 3 shows summary of the achieved results. This has direct influence to realize the main requirements of next generation systems of high spectral efficiency, reliability, quality of service, and affordable complexity. 
Conclusions
A novel GL-MU-MIMO scheme has been proposed in this paper to extend the user capacity of conventional MU-MIMO. It has been shown to increase the capacity by up to two-fold at target BER using linear MUD approach and utilizing the same number of RF chains at BS. The proposed GL-MUD has been demonstrated to achieve significant reduction in hardware complexity ( 
